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By 
Tsuyoshi ANDO and Teruo SUZUKI 
1. Introduction. This is a study of a bounded linear operator T in 
a Hilbert space わ which becomes a bounded normal (resp. symmetric) operaｭ
tor in the Hilbert space わ A associated with a norm IlxIA= IA荿l1 where A 
is a bounded strict positive operator. Such an operator is called weak norｭ
malizable (resp. symmetrizable) by A. Strong normalizability is distinguished 
by the additional condition that the adjoint of T in わA can be lifted to 
a bounded operator in わ Strong normalizable operators are nothing but 
normalizable operators in the sense of Zaanen [10] while an operator weak 
normalizable by a boundedly invertible positive operator is a scalar type 
spectral operator in the sense of Dunford [3]. A normal operator will be 
shown to be weak normalizable by a strict positive operator only when they 
commute with each other. 
Results in ~ 3, which are generalization of results of Zaa配n [10, 11], 
Reid [9] , Lax [6] and Dieudonn? [2] , will show that the spectrum of an 
operator T , weak normalizable by a strict positive operator A , is only diminｭ
ished and , in case of compact T , remains unchanged under transfer to ~A­
Under suitable conditions, estimates for norm of resolvents of weak normalｭ
izable operators can be obtained on the basis of corresponding estimates for 
normal oprtators. These are discussed in ~ 4. 
General intrinsic characterization of weak (or strong) normalizability is 
not known, which makes it di伍cult to decide whether weak (or strong) norｭ
malizability is retained under restriction to invariant subspaces. The only 
general result in this direction is that restriction of a unitary operator to 
any invariant subspace is strong normalizable. However situations are much 
favorable to compact operators. For instance, it will be shown in ~ 5 that 
a compact operator is weak normalizable if and only if the set of eigenvectors 
of its adjoint is total. Symmetrizability of a compact operator T can be deterｭ
mined by the behaviour of the exponential group {exp (以T*) : ∞<え<∞}.
2. Normalizability. In what follows , anφerator means a bounded 
linear operator in a Hilbert space わ unless otherwise expressed. Given an 
operator T the symbols 況 (T)， 沢 (T)， σ (T) and ρ (T) will denote its kernel, 
range, spectrum and resolvent set respectively. The orthogonal complement 
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of 況 (T) coincides always with the closure of 沢(T*). T is called injective 
in case 況(T)= {O}. When T is compact, every non-zero spectre ,{ is an 
isolated eigenvalue such that 況(T-).) is closed and 況(T -,{) is finite dimenｭ
sional with dim (沢 (T-).)) = dim (況(T*-ﾂ). Further the following three conｭ
ditions are mutually equivalent: 況(T-).)=況((T- ，{)2)， 沢 (T-).)n況(T-).)={O}
and 況(T-).) + 1R(T -).)=わ. Details are f ound in [4], [11 ].
An operator A is called strict ρositive if it is positive and injective, and 
A ?denotes its positive square root. A strict positive operator A introduces 
a new scalar product: (x, y) A = (Ax, y). The associated Hilbert space, that 
is, the completion of わ with respect to this scalar product, will be denoted 
by わA. When there is no confusion，争 is identified, as a linear space, with 
the dense subspace of むA・ An operator T in わ can be considered as a linear 
operator in ~ A with domain 争If it is bounded in わA， its unique bounded 
extension to whole わA will be denoted by the same letter T. In this case 
the symbols SR. (T)A' 況 (T)A' σ (T)A and P(T)A denote respectively the kernel, 
range, spectrum and resolvent set of T (more precisely, of its extension) in わA ・
Lemma 1. The following conditions for an 0戸rator T are equivalent : 
(1) There are a bounded injective ~戸rator B from 争 to a dense range 
in a Hilbert ゆace ~ and a normal (r・c学・ symrnetric) operator N in ~叩ith
BT=NB. 
(2) There are a strict ρositive opera臼r A and a normal (resp. syrn・
metric) operator M with A皂=MA? 
(3) T is norrnal (何学・ symrnetげc) 加わA for some strict ρositi7.le opera伺
tor A. 
Proof Equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from the observation that an 
injective operator B with dense range has the form B = UA? where U is 
a unitary operator from わ to ~ and A=B*B is strict positive. Equivalence 
of (2) and (3) is a consequence of the fact that A? defines an isometric 
operator from the dense subspace わ of や A to the Hilbert space わ and is 
extended to a unitary operator from わA to わ.
An operator T is called 叩eak norrnalizable (resp. syrnmetrizable) by 
strict positive A if it is normal (resp. symmetric) in .p A・ T is called strong 
norrnalizable by A if it is normal in やA and its adjoint in わA is also the 
resultant of an operator in や.
When T is bounded in 争A its adjoint T' in .p A is determined by the 
relation: T* Ax = A T' x (in :0 A) for every xε 争 Therefore T is strong norｭ
malizable by A if and only if it is weak normalizable and there is an operｭ
ator S with T* A = AS. Such S is called a 1りseudo-adjoint of T though it 
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may depend on the choice of A. A weak symmetrizable operator is strong 
normalizable. For this reason the word “ weak" will be omitted in case 
of symmetrizability. 
The following lemma is useful to prove boundedness of a densely defined 
linear operator. lndeed, this was used, in its essence, by many authors in 
connection with symmetrizable operators. 
Lemma 2. Let T be a linear 0)うerator such that there is a dense subｭ
学ace ~ on 叩hich eveη， iterate Tn is defined. lf T has the following 
properti白"for every xε 包 IITxl1 2 三三 Ilxll'IIT2xll and lim 1 Tnxll五三;;r for some 
n→∞ 
r, then it is bounded τ:vith IITII 壬 r.
Proof lnduction based on the first property shows that for every xε2 
1 Tx\\n三 IIxlln lIiTnx¥¥. Now the assertion results immediately from the secｭ
ond property. 
If T is a hyponormal operator, that is, T*T:2 TT* , the inequality: 
IITxW豆 Ilxll ・ 1\T2x¥ is always satis五ed. Another remark is that if T is an 
operator in わ， for any strict positive A 
I\T"x\\A 三三 IIA!I\'IITnxll 豆 IIA!!I'IITlln・Il xll
Theorem 1. An operator T is 叩eak normalizable by strict positive 
A if and only if for every xε わ
\(ATy, x)j2 一一一一一一一一= (ATx, Tx). 3P(Av, v) 
Proof Suppose that T is normal in 私 Then it follows, with T', 
the adjoint of T in やA， that 
¥ (ATy , x)j2 11'7"-112 JF 寸瓦y， ジト= IIT'xll~ = IITxll~ = (ATx, Tx) 
because わ is considered a dense subspace of やA・ On a similar basis it 
su伍ces for the converse assertion to prove the boundedness of T in ~ A・
Since for every xε 争 and n:2 1 
(Tx, Tx)~ 寸五云)f- 《 (Tzz， T2z)A and ||TY||A壬 11ぷ 11 ・ IITlln'llxll
the boundedness results from Lemma 2. 
The following corollary is essentially due to Zaanen [10]. 
Corollary 1. 1. An opera如r T is strong normalizable by strict posiｭ
tive A ザ and only if there is an 0ρera如r S such that AT = S* A and 
TS=ST. 
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Proof Suppose that such S exists. Then 
j(ATy , xW j(Ay , Sx)j2 
刊争 (Ay， γ) 折争 (Aν， γ) 
= jjAtSXj2 = (ASx, Sx) = (ATSx, x) = (A T.x:, Tx) , 
hence T is (weak) normalizable by A. Obviously S becomes the adjoint of 
T in わA， hence T is strong normalizable by A. The converse is also obviｭ
ous from the above consideration. 
Corollary 1.2. An operator T is syrnrnetrizable by strict positive A 
ザ αnd only 1 AT=T*A. 
Theorem 2. 1f a norrnal operator T is ωeak normalizable by strict 
positive A , then T cornrnutes ωith A. 
Proof By Lemma 1 there is a normal operator M with AtT=l¥:IA1. 
Then it follows from the commutativity theorem for normal operators [8, p. 
9] that A1T*=M*A1. Since A(T+T*)= ポ(M+M*)A~. The symmetric 
operator T + T* commutes with A. Similarly T -T* commutes with A. 
Corol1ary 2.1. 1f 仰 0戸川tor T is weak nonnalizable b:γ strict posiｭ
tive A ω well as by iぉ square A 2, then T is norrnal. 
Proof 1t follows from the hypothesis and Lemma 1 that, considered 
in S::?，七 the normal operator T is weak normalizable by the strict positive 
operator A. Then by Theorem 2 T commutes with A , and consequently 
with A1. The normality results now from Lemma 1. 
Corollary 2.2. 1f an operator T ωzd its adjoint T* are wωk n07・.
rnalizable by one and the sarne strict positive 01う0・ator A , then T is norrnal. 
Proof Let T' be the adjoint of T in わA・ Then for bounded operators 
A , T* and T' in ,'þ A the relation T* A = A T' holds. Since both T* and T' 
are normal and A is strict positive, this means that the normal operator T' 
is weak normalizable by A 2• Then by Theorem 2 T* commutes with A2 
hence with A1. Now the normality results from Lemma 1. 
3. Spectrum. A non-trivial property of a normal operator is that its 
spectrum contains at least two distinct points unless it is a scalar. The 
same property is shared with normalizable operators. 
Theorem 3. 1f T is weak norrnalizable by strict positive A then 
σ (TV:;;， σ (T). 
Proof Take).Eρ (T). As an operator in 争，1 each (T -).)ηhas the 
common dense domain や Since T -). is normal in わA by assumption, for 
every xε わ
lÝonllalizable ο'perators 
II(T-).)lXII~I= I(T-).) (T-).) 2xll~::;;;II(T-).)2XIIA・ IlxllA
and further for every n 
1 (T-).) 日IIA~IIA!I卜 II(T-).) lln'lxl . 
Therefore (T一」幻) 1 iおs bounded in 
E豆二 ρ削(T)[わ， 0引r eqUl討valen叫ltl匂y σ引(T)μAÇ豆二 σ副(T). 
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Corol1ary 3. 1. A comjうact operator T is weak normalizable by strict 
pωitive A ザ ωzd only ザ for evelツぶ νε わ
I(ATy , xW三 (A ν， ν ) (ATx, Tx). 
日'oof If T is weak normalizable by A , the inequality in question folｭ
lows immediately from Theorem 1. Conversely it follows from this ineｭ
quality that for every xEわ
IITxll:l~ Ilxlい'11T2x11 A
and further 
IITnxIIA~ IA!I'ITln'lxl 
Therefore T is bounded in わ[ by Lemma 2. 
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(n 二 1 ， 2，…). 
Now the inequality 
(XE わ)
means that T is hyρonormal in :わ A' Since T -). is also hyponormal for 
every )., the proof of Theorem 3 remains valid without change, leading to 
σ (T)AÇ σ (T). It is known [4, p. 106] that a hyponormal operator with 0 as 
the only limiting point of its spectrum is normaL 
Lemma 3. Let an 0ρerator T be wωk normalizable by strict positive 
A. Then for every ).況 (T-).)門沢 (T-).) = {O}, where ( . ) denotes the closure, 
況(T-).)=沢 ((1'-).)2) and A沢(T-).)三沢(T*- í.). 1f 況(T-).) is finite dimenｭ
sional and 況 (1'-).) +沢 (T-).) is dense, then 況(T-).) coincides ωith 況 (T-).)A・
Proof It suffices to treat the case ,l. = O. Since T is normal in 札，
ヲè(T)A is orthogonal to m(T)A in わ1 ， consequently 況 (T) η沢 (T) ニ {O} because 
of 汎 (T) 三沢 (T) 1- Also the relation 況 (T)A = 沢(T2)'1 for normal T implies 
況(T) 二沢(T2). Let T' be the adjoint of T in わA・ Since 況 (T)1 ニ況(T')1
because of normality, A況(T)三沢 (T*) follows immediately from T* A = AT'. 
The last assertion results from the observation that if 沢 (T) is 五nite dimenｭ
sional 1J?1') + 沢 (Tん is closed and must coincide with the closure of 況 (T)
十沢 (T) in ~A・
The following theorem is due essentially to Zaanen [10] and Lax [6]. 
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Theorem 4. 1f a comρact operator T is weak normalizable by strict 
ρositive A , it is compact in むわ σ(T)= σ (T)A and 況(T-).) =況(T-).)A for 
every non-zero λ 
Proof Since every non-zero spectre of T is an eigenvalue， σ (T)A= σ (T) 
follows immediately from Theorem 3. Now to prove the compactness of 
normal T in S:> A, it su伍ces to show that 況(1'ー ).)A 二況(T-).) for every nonｭ
配ro ). because 況(T-).) is finite dimensional and every non-zero spectre is 
an isolated eigenvalue. Since 況 (T-).) =沢((T ーえ)2) by Lemma 3, it follows 
by compactness that 沢(Tーえ)+況 (Tーえ)=や， and 五nally 沢 (T-).)A ニ沢(T-).)
again by Lemma 3. 
4. Resolvent. One of the important properties of a normal operator 
is that the norm of its resolvent at ). is majorated by, and really equal to, 
the inverse of the distance from ). to the spectrum. There is no analogy 
for normalizable operators. However if T is a scalar type spectral operator 
such that A皂=MA! for some boundedly invertible positive operator A and 
a normal operator lvf, then the norm of its resolvent admits the estimate: 
]]A]]!.]]A -1]i il(T-A)1|| 《 d(え)~ ,,- where d(え) is the distance from ).to the spectrum. 
The following theorems are generalizations of this result. 
Theorem 5. Let A1 and A2 be strict ρositive with αA1~三 A2 二三 α 1A1 
for some α >0. 1fan ~ρera加rT ωld iお adjoint T* are wωk normalizable 
by A1 ωld A2 reゅectively， then σ (T)= σ (T)A ， and for eve7ツ ).Eρ ( 1')
ll(T4114) 
where d().) denotes the distance 斤om ).臼 σ (T).
Proof In view of mutual majoration between A1 and Az there is a 
boundedly i肝ertible ope削or C with CAf =At. Since C* gives an isometrie 
from the dense set 争 of わA2onto the dense set わ of .p A ,' it is extended to 
a unitary operator from 争心 to わ A ，. Then, considered as operators in わ 1 ，'
TCA1 = CA1.C*LC* 1 where L is the adjoint of T* in わ A ， ・ Since both T 
and C* LC* 1 are normal and obviously CA is injective with dense range in 
わA ，' the commutativity theorem for normal operators [8, p. 9] shows that 
l' is unitary equivalent to C* LC* 1 in わ 4 ，. Therefore σ ( 1')A ， ニ σ (L)= σ (T*)~2
where ( . )* denotes complex conjugation. Take).Eρ (T)" ・ Since T is norｭ
mal in 争A， and σ (T)A，Ç. σ (T) by Theorem 3, (T*-~) A1(T -).)"?d(え)2A 1・ On
the other hand, since ρ (T)~ ， = ρ (T*)4 2 as proved above, the normality of T* 
m わA2 implies (T-).) A2 (T*-ì:)"?d(え)2A2・ It follows then from the inequality 
αA1~と A2~三α IA1 that 
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F urther in view of the Loewner・rIeinz theorern [5] 
and f?ally 
Sirnilar argurnents give 
!，- ß().)~ AJ(T*-~) (Tーえ) AI~三云 A2
d ().)2 
(T*-ﾁ) (T-).)ミ証一
d ().)2 
(T-).) (T*-Ã)二三一戸
Thus 1'-). has bounded i… 
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In Theorern 5 the single inequality αAl 二三三 A2 is not s叩u伍Clたen凶lt tωo guarant匂ee
σ引(T)μ.4 1 -σ副(T) even when Al and A2 are cornpact and cornrnutative. This is 
shown by the following exarnle. Let {ι} be the canonical orthonorrnal basis 
of l2 and わn the subspace spanned by e[> ・・・ ， en . Consider the operators Sn 
and 1し in .iQ", de五ned respectively by rnatrices (ん l ， k)] ， k 1 and (ﾒ j ,k/n + j)j,k 1 
with respect to the basis e[> ・"， en・ The operator T，η =Sη + Rn is syrnrnetriｭ
zable by sorne strict positive Bn because its spectrurn consists of sirnple 
eigenvalues l/n+j (j=l , 2, "', n). Observe the operators T , A1 and A2 in 
いirectsum@51札 defìned 同吋MY Tz@511， A145ji長『
∞凡Br
and A2= EB L:←寸- with 0<ρ< ..II-DII~ITIY~TII-' Al and A2 are cornpact 
;-:1 IIB，~lll VV1LH "'-'-n'-nIIBnll'IIB~III' 
strict positive such that Al ?A2 and both A1T and A2T* are syrnrnetric. 
rIowever the spectrurnσ (T) covers the whole unit disc. In fact, since every 
). with 1 引く 1 is an eigenvalue of the adjoint shift in l2, which assigns en to 
en 1and 0 to e[> for any ?> 0 and sufficiently large n there is Xnε わη such
that Ilxnll ニ 1 and IIS:ι ).xnll < εTherefore ).is an approxirnate eigenvalue 
of T*. 
Theorem 6. If an operator T isωωk normalizable by strict 1りωitive
A and ザ T is bounded ω an operator from わA to わ， then σ (T)= σ (T)A 
and for evelッ non-zero ).Eρ (T) 
d().)+JIIAII} 
II(T _).)-111 豆 1). 卜d(え)
where J is the norm of T as 仰 oρerator from わA to S) and d().) is the 
distance 斤ηm ). to σ ( 1'). 
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Proof. 1n view of the continuity of T as an operator from -P.l to わ
there is an operator D with T=DAI]. Since AiT=(AiD) A~， σ (T)'I= σ (AiD). 
If A has bounded inverse， σ(AID)=σ(DA!) is obvious. Even if A has no 
bounded inverse ， σ (T)= σ (DAt) coincides with σ (A i D) with possible excep且
tion of ﾃ = 0 [4, p. 39]. However under present circumstance 0 ぞ σ (DA!)
implies OEσ (AiD) because 佖(Ai) does not cover わ. That 0εσ (A~D)= σ ( 1')'1 
implies 0モσ (T) follows from Theorem 3. Thus the relation σ ( 1')= σ (T).I is 
proved. Since T is normal in わ A ， for no任zero Ãモ ρ (T)= ρ (T)A
IIDI ト IIAJ(T-Ã)xllIÃ 卜 Ilxll 三三 II(T-Ã)xll+ IIDI卜 IIA切11 豆 II(T-Ã)xll 十 dP) 
The assertion results from the relation r= IDI. 
5. Restriction. Restriction of a normal operator to a closed invariant 
subspace is not necessarily normal but subnorrnal [4, p. 100]. Then in view 
of Lemma 1 whether weak normalizability is retained under restriction to 
invariant subspaces is equivalent to whether every subnormal operator is 
weak normalizable. Corresponding equivalence concerning strong normaliza司
bility is not known. However unitary or compact operators are manageable 
in this respect. 
Theorem 7. Restriction of a unitωッ 01りerator to any closed invariant 
subspace is strong normalizable, or equivalently, evelッ isometric 0ρerator is 
strong norrnalizable. 
Proof. Given an isometric operator V , there is the maximum among 
al reducing subspaces on which V is unitary [4, p. 74]. Therefore it can 
be assumed for the proof that V admits no non-trivial reducing subspace. 
1n this case, V is unitary equivalent to a unilateral shift U of some multiｭ
plicity [4, p. 74]. This means that U is the tensor product of the usual 
shift S in l2 and the identity operator in a Hilbert space st:. Let A be the 
( 1 \∞ 
tensor product of the operator with Hilbert matrix 1 ;--;-i) in l2 and the \j+ん )j ， k 二 1
identity operator in st:. Since the Hilbert matrix is known to be bounded 
and strict positive [8, p. 135], A is also strict positive. Now it is easy to 
see that AU issymmetric. Therefore V is symmetrizable. 
An operator T is called quasi-normal if T commutes with T*T. Every 
isometric operator is quasi四normal. 1t is known [4, p. 69] that given a quasiｭ
normal operator T there is a reducing subspace such that T is normal on 
it and the restriction to its orthogonal complement has the form UB = BU 
where U is an isometric operator with no non-trivial reducing subspace and 
B is a positi ve operator. 
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Corol1ary 7.1. Every quasi-normal operator is strong normalizable. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 7 a quasi-normal operator T can 
be assumed to have the form UB=BU where B is a positive operator and 
U is the tensor product of the usual shift in l2 and the identity operator in 
a Hilbert space~. Then B becomes a tensor product of the identity oper開
ator in l2 and an operator in ~ [4, p. 73]. Then the operator A in the 
proof of Theorem 7 commutes with B. Therefore T is symmetrizable by A. 
Normalizability for compact operators is purely spectral property. This 
is seen in the following and subsequent theorems. 
Theorem 8. A compact 0，ρera臼r T is wωk normalizable ザ and only 
ザ the set of eigenvectors of T* is total. 
Proof Suppose that T is weak normalizable by strict positive A. Since 
況(T- J.) and 沢(T* -~) have same finite dimension for non-zero J., it follows 
from Lemma 3 that A況(T- J.) =況(T* え). If a vector X is orthogonal to 
al eigenvectors of T大 it is orthogonal to all 沢(T-J.) with non-zero J. in 
わA・ Since T is compact normal by Theorem 4, this implies Tx = O. On 
the other hand, since Ax belongs to 況 (T*) by Lemma 3, (Ax, x)=O conseｭ
quently xニ o in view of strict positivity. This means that the set of eigenｭ
vectors of T* and 況。 =A呪 (T)， which is a closed subspace of 況 (T*)， to・
gether span わ T0 prove the converse, let {ん} be the set of non句zero
eigenvalues of T. Since 況(T 一九)=沢((Tーん)2) by Lemma 3, there is a 
projection En such that TEn = En T , m (E,.) =況(T み) and 沢(E，.)=m(Tーん).
Let A be defined by 
A=P十 ZαnE1~En
whereαn=rilAnilzand P isthe or同o凶 projection to 況 (T*). Since 
E"x=O means that x is orthogonal to 況(T* ーえよ A becomes strict positive 
by the hypothesis. Then it follows from PT=O that 
I(ATy , x)1二|ト丸山， Enx)1 
~ {,Fl anllEn Y1l2} {戸μIIEnx I1 2} 豆 (Ay， y).(ATx, Tx) 
Therefore T is weak normalizable by A in view of Corollary 3. 1. 
A part of the following Corollary is proved by Dieudonn? [2]. 
Corol1ary 8.1. A con，ψact 0，ρerator is symmetrizable ザ ωzd only ザ
山学ectrz仰向 real ωzd the set of eigenvectors of iぉ aのioint is total. 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorems 8 and 4. 
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Another characterization of symmetrizable operators will be given in 
Theorem 11. 
Corollary 8. 2. Rωtriction of a COlゆacム叩eak normalizable φera如f
to iぉ closed invariant subゆace is weak normalizable. 
Proof This results from Theorem 8 and the fact that projection of 
every eigenvector of the adjoint to the invariant subspace is an eigenvector 
of the adjoint of the restriction. 
Now a characterization of strong normalizability is near at hand. 
Theorem 9. A co悦pact operator T is strong normalizable if and only 
if there i・'s a closed subsμce 況o of the kernel of T* such that 況o and the 
set of eigem町tors of T大 belonging to non-zero eigenvalues， 学仰や and ザ
there is an operator S, vanishing on 9'~o， such that S*x=ﾀX whenever T*x 
=ﾀx and À手 O.
Proof Suppose thet T is strong normalizable by strict positive A with 
pseudo幽adjoint S. Sinc氾 A況(T-À)三沢(S*-À)， S and 況。=A況(T) meet the 
requirement of the assertion as in the proof of Theorem 8. To prove the 
converse, let A be def?ed as in the proof of Theorem 8 with P replaced 
by the orthogonal projection to 9'~o・ Then AT= S*A and T*S* = S*T* 
result immediately from the hypothesis. 
Corollary 9. 1. 1f a compact injective 0.ρera加r is strong normalizable, 
iぉ pseudo-adjoint is uniquely determined. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 8 況(T) = {O} implies that the set 
of eigenvectors of T* belonging to non-zero eigenvalues is total. Now the 
assertion follows from the proof of Theorem 9. 
On the basis of these corollaries it is easy to construct a compact 
operator which is weak but not strong normalizable. Let C be the operator 
11 1 0 
I _ (2πi\ 
with matrix |O 叫同.:__) 0 I in a three dimensional s明p伊a民
{いo 0 exp (芋)
Since C has simple eigenvalues 1, exp (2ni/3) and exp ( -2πi/3)， it is (strong) 
normalizable with pseudo-adjoint C- 1• ICI < IIC-11 is easy to see. Let 
D=CfICI and consider operators Dn=D (…( D (n・tuple tensor product) in 
a 3n dimensional space 争，.. The operators T= EﾐZ:; rnD" with IClI/IIC-11 < 
r < 1 in the direct sum Eﾐ Z:; Sj" is compact and the set of eigenvectors of 
T* is total. Therefore T is weak normalizable by Theorem 8. If T is 
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strong normalizable, its pseudo-adjoint S must coincide with rn 1C 1-2n D;;1 
on わm leading to a contradiction: 
ISI ~(rIIC 111/II CiI )n-→∞ as n一→∞.
Suppose that T is strong normalizable by strict positive A with pseudoｭ
adjoint S and that lJ)l is a closed invariant subspace of 1'. If加è is invariant 
under .Ç', the restriction of T to lJ? is also strong normalizable with the 
restriction of S to 羽è as its pseudo-adjoint. The invariance of 切è under S 
is guaranteed if IJJ? is spanned by eigenvectors of T or, in case of compact 
T , if the orthogonal complement of 明 is spanned by eigenvectors of T* 
belonging to non-zero eigenvalues. The following theorem shows that under 
compactness assumption the invariance of 飢 under S is also necessary. 
Theorem 10. Let T be a compact, strong normalizable, injective ope作
G向r. Then iぉ restriction to a closed invariant sub乎ace lJ? is strongly norｭ
malizable (if and) only ザ悦 lS lnva訂正l1l t under the uniquely determined 
lうseudo-adjoint S. 
Proof Suppose that the restriction T1 of T to 飢 is strong normaliｭ
zable with pseudo-adjoint SI・ Since T*x=ﾃx with ﾆ*O implies TtPx=ﾃPx 
where P is the orthogonal projection to 加è， by Theorem 9 S* x = ﾆX and 
St Px = ﾆPX. Since the set of eigenvectors of T* belonging to non-zero 
eigenvalues is total, this leads to PS* = S: P, hence to PS* (1-P) = 0 
The following result corresponds to Lumer's characterization [7] of a 
scalar type spectral operator with real spectrum. 
Theorem 11. A compact injective 0戸川tor T is symmetrizable if ωzd 
only if the set of vectors .1: ωith sup Ilexp (i).T*) xl <∞ is dense. 
←∞くλく∞
Proof Suppose that T is symmetrizable. If T勺 =μぶ μis real by 
Corollary 8. 1 and 
~~E: =I卜xp(iﾆT*) x 11 ニ~~E:J はP叫 Ilxll::::;llxll
The set of linear combinations of such x is dense by Corollary 8.1. To 
prove the converse, let 
。(エ)=:?に|卜xp山)xll
Suppose that the set 明 of x with (j(x) < ∞ is dense. First of al every 
non-zero eigenvalue μof T is real. In fact, if Tν=μν*0， 
|叫(印) 1 ・ I(y ， x)I=I(y，叫 (-i江川) 1::; 1y 11. (j(ぷ)
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Since 加 is c1ense， μmust be real. Next '1? (T- μ)n 沢 (T- μ) = {O} or equi・
valently 況(T-μ)=況((T- μ)2). ln fact, if (T-μ)2z=O， 
叫 (û.T)x =叫 (iÆp) {z 十以(T-μ)z} 
Arguments similar to the above show that (Tーμ)z is orthogonal to 羽.
Now let 況土門沢(Tーより where μruns over the set of non刷zero eigenvalues. 
Then the restriction Tj of T to 況 can have no non-zero eigenvalue, that is, 
Tj is quasinilpotent. For yε況 and xε加( the complex function 10(') = (exp 
(i'T) 仏・.x) is an entire function of exponential type 0 because of lim 1T? 1 ~ = O. 
η→∞ 
Since 10(')1 is bounclecl by Ilyl'{}(x) on the real axis, in view of the Bernstein 
theorem [1 , p. 83] 10(') is a constant function. Since this holcls for every 
vε況 ancl Xε明， Tj must vanish iclentically. Since T is injective，況= {O} , 
that is, the set of eigenvectors of T* is total. The assertion results from 
Corollary 8. 1. 
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